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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this study was to compare physical 
education majors, athletes, and non-majors/athletes with 
respect to psychological femininity and physical activity 
preferences. It was thought that perhaps the degree of a 
woman's psychological femininity would be reflected in 
the motivation f'or her participation in various types of 
physical activity. It was therefore hypothesized that 
1) there would be significant differences between and 
among the three groups of women with respect to femininity 
scores, 2) there would be significant differences between 
and among the three groups of women with respect to phys-
ical activity preferences, an~ 3) there would be no sig-
nificant correlations between psychological femininity 
scores and activity preferences in any of the three groups 
tested.' 
The 116 female subjects were administered the Gough 
Scale to measure degrees of psychological femininity and 
Kenyon's A.T.P.A. to disc .over motivations for physical ac-
tivity. The scores obtained from both instruments were 
tabulated, means computed, and appropriate statistical ana-
lysis was carried out for each hypothesis. 
1'he results of this study indicated that there was 
no significant difference found in the psychological 
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femininity r a ti ng s of the three groups tested. The moti-
vations for physical activity found were as follows: Ath-
letes rated health and fitness and aesthetic experience 
significantly higher, as did the physical education majors 
and the non-majors/athletes. It was discovered also that 
athletes correlated aesthetic experience with femininity 
while non-majors/athletes correlate aesthetic experience 
with masculinity. Physical education ma.jors correlate so-
cial experience with femininity while athletes associate 
it with masculinity, as well as catharsis. 
·The results of this study appear to contradict in-
formation previously reported in literature and research 
studies. 
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I. INTRODUCTIO N 
For many years women with high interests in sports 
and games or any type of physical activity have often been 
assumed to differ f rom other women in certain personality 
traits, particularly psychological femininity. The de-
gree of femininity has also been believed to be associated 
with different types of physical activities and the rea-
sons women engage in these activities. These issues are 
dealt with in this study. 
Statement of the Problem 
It was the purpose of this study to compare three 
-
groups of college women with respect to psychological 
femininity and physical activity preferences. The groups 
studied included women physical education majors, women 
athletes, and a group selected at random from women who 
were neither majoring in physical education nor partici-
pating in intercollegiate athletics. 
The following hypotheses were tested: 
l. There would be significant differences between 
and among the three groups of women with re-
spect to femininity scores. 
2. There will be significant differences between 
and among the three groups of women with respect 
1 
to physical a ctivit y preferences. 
J. Th e re will be no significant correlations be-
tween psychological femininity scores and ac-
tivity preferenc a s in any of the three gr ups 
tested. 
Limitations of the Study 
The study was limited in the following respects: 
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l. The subjects in the study were limited to women 
attending two Rhode Island colleges and uni-
versities during the academic year 1974-75. 
2. No consideration was given to the socioeconomic 
status of the subjects. Socioeconomic status 
has been found by several investigators to be 
positively correlated with femininity in females. 
J. It was assumed that the Gough Femininlty Scale 
does actually reflect social and . psychological 
concepts of femininity. 
4. It was assumed that the six subscales of Kenyon's 
Attitudes Toward Physical Activity do reflect 
underlying attitudes and activity preferences. 
5. Subjects were not drawn from a truly random 
population -because of restraints of time and 
availability of subjects. 
Justification for the Study 
Several studies have been made pertaining to women 
athletes, physical education majors, and non-majors with 
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regard t o ps y c ho lo g ic a l :femini n i t y. S tudies by Landers 
(8), Booth ( 2 ), Malump r1y (5;) , and Bolt (1), have provided 
information relatin g that women ph y sical e ducation majors 
and athletes tend to be less feminine than other groups 
of' females. 
Similarly, several studies have been made comparing 
women athletes, physical education majors, and non-majors 
with regard to physical activity. Studies by McKinley 
(10), Keogh (7), and Fleming (4), have reported significant 
dif'f'erences of' attitudes toward physical activity among 
female athletes, physical education majors, and non-majors. 
However, despite the numerous studies pertaining 
to femininity and attitudes toward physical activity, there 
is very little information available regarding the reasons 
for such . differences. It was hoped that this st-udy would 
provide some information in this direction. By utilizing 
the six subscales of' Kenyon's Attitude _Toward Physical Ac-
tivity test, information pertaining to underlying attitudes 
toward physical activity and reasons for participation in 
physical activity has been gathered. 
A secondary justification of this study centers 
around the use of' the Gough Femininity Scale. Developed 
in 1952, this measurement of' psychological femininity ap-
peared to be a valid and reliable social measure of' 
femininity for that period of time. Twenty-three years 
later, th e attitudes of' society as to the concept of' what 
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is feminine a n d what is ma sculin e may be en tirely different. 
It is therefore believed that this study wi ll strengthen or 
weaken the validity of Gough's instrument. 
Definition of Tenns 
Athletes: females participating in organized inter-
collegiate sports. 
Attitude: a latent or nonobservable, complex, but 
relatively stable behavioral disposition reflecting both 
direction and intensity of feeling toward a particular ob-
ject, whether it be concrete or abstract (20). 
Femininity: interest in feminine activities, voca-
tions, etc., consistent with traits identified as being 
feminine by Gough (12). 
N~n-Athletes/Majors: females not presently partici-
pating in intercollegiate athletics and not majoring in 
physical education. 
Physical Education Majors: undergraduate females 
enrolled as majors in a teacher training program of physical 
education. 
II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The review of literature has been limited to literature 
and research pertainin g to the personality trait of feminin-
ity and the involvement in physical activities among dif-
ferent groups of wome n. It is meant to give the reader some 
background to findings of previous research e rs. 
Literature and Resea rch Pertaining to Femininit y and Physical 
Activity 
Women with high interests in sports and games involving 
physical skill have often been assumed to differ from other 
women in certain personality dispositions, and in particular, 
psychological femininity, since high interest in sports has 
·been found by many researchers to be negatively associated 
with the female sex role in American society. In addition 
to the biological differences between the sexes there are 
also cultural expectancies associated with different age-
sex roles. Although cultural sex role expectations in gen-
eral as well as those regarding women's sport participation 
have expanded in recent decades, games and sports involving 
physical skill, as well as vocations which deal with games 
of physical skill, are still considered to be positively 
associated with the male sex rol _e and negatively associated 
with the female sex role (2). Therefore, women with high 
interest in games and sports involving physical skill, 
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whe t her in part ic ipa tio n and/ or voc.-:,.t.i on a l inte r e s ts , have 
been a s sumed to differ from cultural age - sex norms as a re-
sult of diff eren t perso n ality d i spo si t ion s de v e loped through 
past le a rnin g e xp e rienc es . 
In an effor t to u nc over th e se d i f fe r ent p e rsonality 
disposit i on s, in ves ti gato r s Bird (4 ), Fl eming (ll), and 
Ogilvie (Jl) have comp a r e d th ose commi t ted to sport on nu-
merous person a li ty s cales a nd in v en t ories in order t .o de-
termine if thos e wome n wi t h high i nterests in sports and 
games invol v ing- ph y sical skill display a "clin i cally normal" 
psychological profile. Nance (JO) approached similar prob-
lems within the fram ework of cultur a l se x role expectations 
and examined only one scale - that of "ps y chological ferni-
ninj_ty.. 11 Femininit y . scales are based on questions which 
have been found empirically to ?i gnificantly differentiate 
males from females and male heterosexuals from male homo-
sexuals (12,14,27). 
Unlike many other personalit y scales, findings on the 
femininity scales have shown fairly consistent differences 
between those committed to ga~es and those less committed. 
When those engaged in sports and games of physical skill, 
that is, sports women and/or physical education majors were 
compared ~ith women engaged in more aesthetic activities, 
such as dancers, on various t' emininity scales, the sports-
women wer e found to be less feminiRe (16,18). With the ex-
ception of one study by McKinney (27), women physical edu-
cation ma j ors have been found to be less feminine than non-
majors (7,28) and hypothetical general college means (18). 
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Daniel M. Land e r s ( 22), con duct e d a study to compare 
the femininity scores of two groups of prospective teachers -
women physical education majors and a group of elementary 
and secondary education majors. The results indicated 
that the physj _cal education majors had a significantly lower 
and less feminine total score than the education majors. 
This finding j_s in accord with those of Clark ( 7), Kahrs 
(18), Ibrahim (16), and Mochel (28). Although ~hese stu-
dies are consistent in showing physical educators and ath-
letes to be less feminine than other groups on total femi-
ninity scales, the results have provided us with little 
information regarding the reasons for such differences. 
Both Duggan (9) and Espenshade (10) in their compari-
sons of women majors and nonmajors with respect to certain 
personality traits concluded that the majors, as a group, 
were less neurotic than the norunajors, more extroverted, 
and more dominant. 
In Th ;orpe I s ( 35) study of personality variables among 
successful women students and physical education teachers, 
she concluded that there tended to be a similarity of 
personality variables (deference, order, dominance, and 
endurance) among the successful women teachers, graduate 
stud ·ents and senior majors in physical education who par-
ticipated in the study. 
Helen Timmermans' (36) study was designed to investi-
gate possible differences between physical education majors 
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and nonm a jors in certain per s on a l ity traits . She found a 
significant diff ere nce on only one of the ten pe rsonality 
traits tested - Gen e ral Acti v ity - on whi ch th e physical 
education majors scor e d higher. This means that they ex-
hibited the following qualities more than the nonmajors did: 
rapid pace of activities, energy and vitality; keeping in 
motion, liking for speed, hurrying, quickness of action, 
and enthusiasm and liveliness. This stu d y does not seem to 
conform to the conclusions made in related studies that wo-
men physical education majors tend to be more dominant, 
less neurotic, and more extroverted. 
In another study by Landers (23), he found that females 
with a sister as opposed to females with a brother reported 
less sport participation, more psycholog i cal femininity, 
and were underrepresented among females c ommitted to sports 
(physical education majors) as those not committed to sports 
(education majors) 
Smith (33) and Hawley (15) found that less "psychologi-
cally feminine" females seemed to enter i nto sports or 
physical education as a career. 
In a study conducted by Worthy and Craddick (37), psy-
choanalytic considerations that certain concepts symbolize 
masculinity or femininity received some support, and sports 
and physical activity we:re found to be high indicators of 
masculinity. 
Harford, Willis, and Deabler (13), also examined the 
relationship between masculinity and fe mi ninity and person-
9 
ality. Measures of masculinity and ~e 1nininity derived from 
their s t udy differ entia lly relate d to personality, values, 
and general attitudes. They found masculinity to be asso-
ciated with sports tendencies, not femininity. 
Lunneborg and Lunneborg (24) also found that sports and 
physical activity were considered masculine interests rath-
er than feminine interests. 
Bolt (5) studied the measurement of masculinity-femi-
ninity by scales so labled on personality inventories. Re-
sults showed rejection of more than half of the items ori-
ginally keyed as feminine and not much change in items ori-
ginally keyed as masculine, including sports and games in-
volving phyiscal skill of any degree. 
Marke and Gottfries (26) found that in females a radi-
cal sex role perception seems to be related to a tendency 
to describe oneself as tough, aggressive, and dominant. 
And, there was a high correlation between measures of the 
sex role factors and measures of the masculinity-femininity 
factors. 
Kammeyer (19) found two dimensions of the feminine 
role - orientation toward proper feminine role behavior, 
and beliefs about female personality traits - are related 
to college girls' sibling position5 in their families. The 
expectation that girls with brothers will be more likely 
to have a more traditional orientation toward the feminine 
role is not supported by the data. Girls with older 
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brothers did ha v e l es s t r a dit ion a l be li e fs about female per-
sonality traits - a g ain c ont r ary to ex p e c t a t ions. 
Josselyn (17) states that in order for a child to have 
a proper conception of his sexual identity and so define 
his exact role, three major concepts of sexual identity must 
be recognized; 1) the inher e nt biological differences of the 
sexes, 2) the mores and ideals of the culture in which the 
particular child is reared, and J) the attitudes of parents 
and certain significant others who are emotionally important 
to the child. Any of these concepts will have a definite 
effect on how the child develops his or her sexual identity. 
Steinman and Fox (33) studied male and female percep-
tions of the females in the United States. They reported 
that women perceived man's ideal woman as strongly intro-
family orientated, and significantly more accepting of a 
subordinate role in the faciily structure. However, men's 
actual ideal woman, according to those tested, is not sig-
nificantly different from the women's own ideal or self-
perception, thus significantly more active and self-asser-
tive than the ideal women attributed to them. 
Hawley (15) found in her investigation that men's views 
of the feminine ideal have some effect on women's choices 
of careers. That was in 1969 - if that study was under-
taken today with some of the liberated women what would 
the results look like!? 
Research into the personality traits of athletes, 
groups such as physical education majors, and individuals 
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with varying degrees of' motor abilit y have helped bridge 
the gap from physiqu e studi e s to the studies of total phy-
sical fitness and its relationship to personality. 
Theresa Malumphy (25) conducted a study which described 
and compared the personalities and backgrounds of women par-
ticipatin g in intercollegiate sports competition. Four 
general variables were described: personality characterist-
ics, early experience in sports activity, family sports 
participation, and personal feelings about competition. The 
responses indicated that the sports groups were differenti-
ated on the basis of the educational background of the 
parents, the family socioeconomic level, the home community 
size, the early sports experience and training, the effects 
of training and participation on the feminine image, the 
early and current dating patterns, and the sorority member-
ship and residence. 
The results indicated that the nonparticipants were 
significantly differentiated from the sports groups as 
follows: Less conscientious than the subjectively-judged 
group; less tough-minded, less tough poise, and less lea-
dership than the individual and subjectively-judged groups; 
and more imaginative, more extroverted, and more venture-
some than the team-individual sports groups. It was also 
indicated that the individual and subjectively-judged sports 
groups were similar to each other and different from the 
team and the team-individual sports in that their femininity 
was seen to be enhanced by participation because of the 
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nature of the movements in the h i s tory of the activity. 
These participants wer e con f id e n t that their participation 
contributed to the feminine image. 
In conclusion then: much of the general public has 
stereotyped women physical education tea c hers and sports-
women. They have been said to be more outgoing or sociable 
and more masculine - hence less "psychologically feminine." 
The professional literature indicates that there may be 
inaccurate stereotyping of physical education people and 
sportswomen, though previous research done in this area is 
inconclusive. 
III •. . PROCEDURES IN RESEARCH 
Source of' data 
The source of data for this study was ll6 females 
from the University of Rhode Island and Rhode Island College. 
There were three groups of females selected. One group con-
sis ted ox~ Physical Education Majors. The women in this 
group were all undergraduate students enrolled as majors 
in a teacher training program of physical education. The 
heads of the Women's Physical Educatio:n Departments at both 
institutions were consulted and were instrumental in locat- · 
ing the women tested in this group. They introduced the 
women to the fact that research was being done and told them 
it would be appreciated if they would submit to taking a 
test for the research. The test was administered to each 
woman individually with care taken to have the women re-
main anonymous and to keep the subject of the research from 
being k...~own until after the test was completed. Testing 
was conducted in the Women's Physical Education office 
on women physical education majors who came in throughout 
the day. Another group consisted of female athletes. The 
women in this group were all participating on an organ-
ized intercollegiate team of some ·kind. The subjects were 
representative of individual, dual, and team sports. The 
coaches of the teams were contacted to obtain permission 
lJ 
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to test the women in this gro u p. Then individual women 
were asked to submit to testing for th e research being done, 
again remainin g anonymous and not bei ng told the nature of 
the research until the testing was co mpleted. Testing was 
conducted in the various practice areas of the teams. The 
members of the physical education majors group were not al-
so members of any intercollegiate teams, and the athletes 
were not also physical education majors. The two groups 
were mutually exclusive. The ·thi~d group consisted of wo-
men who were neither physical education majors nor ath-
letes on an . intercollegiate team. The student activities 
director was helpful in locating the women for this group. 
The student union was the location for the testing of this 
group, and the same basic procedures used for testing the 
other groups were used. 
Collection of Data 
Instruments Used 
There were two instruments utilized in this study. 
To measure degrees of femininity the Gough Scale was used. 
The Gough Scale consists of 58 true-false items considered 
to be measures of degrees of psychological femininity. 
The reliability of this scale was found to be 0.88 for 
females and 0.86 for males. The Gough Scale is contained 
in Appendix A. 
To test underlying attitudes t oward physical ac-
tivity Kenyon's Attitude Toward Physical Activity instru-
15 
ment was empl oy ed. The tes t consists of 54 statements 
whi.ch the subjects rate d as v e ry stron gl y agreeing with, 
strongly a g reeing with, agreeing with, u ndecided about, 
disagreei n g with, strongly disagreeing with, or very strong-
ly disagreeing with. Although a gener al measure of atti-
tude toward physical activity, the A.T. P .A. further con-
tains six subscales or components which are capable of mea-
suring the psychological object toward which the attitudes 
are held. The six components are as follows: Physical 
Activity perceived as 1) a social experience, 2) health 
and fitness, J) pursuit of vertigo, 4) an aesthetic ex-
perience, 5) catharsis, and 6) an ascetic experience. These 
six subscales are perceived by .Kenyon as underlying atti-
tudes and motivations for participation in activity. Hoyt 
reliabilities for the six scales are reported by Kenyon as 
ranging from 0.72 _to 0.89. Appendix B contains a copy of 
Kenyon's Attitudes . Toward . Physical Activity scale. 
Administration of the Tests 
Both tests were given to each subject tested on the 
same day. The Gough Scale was given first, followed by 
Kenyon's A.T.P.A. The subjects took the test anonymously 
and were told nothing about the nature of the study until 
aft 3r th~y had finished the tests. No t ime limit was set~ 
The subjects were allowed as much time as was needed for 
them to finish the tests. The approximate time involved 
in completin ·g both tests was one-half h our per subject. 
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The t e s t s wer e g iven t o eac h of the su bj ects individuall y . 
Analysis of Da t a 
The scores obtained from both i n struments were tab-
ulated and the means were co mputed for ea ch variable with-
in each group. To test hypothesis I a one-way analysis of 
variance for uncorrelated means was emp loyed. To test 
hypothesis II, a one-way analysis of variance for uncorre-
lated means was used. Hypothesis III was tested by means 
of product-moment correlations. Significant differences 
were tested at the .05 level of confidence. Where signif-
icant F ratios were found, "t" tests were employed to de-
termine where the significant differences occurred. 
IV. ANALYSIS OF DATA 
This chapter contains an analysis of the data per-
taining to the three hypotheses of this study. Statistical 
analysis of all three hypotheses are found in the various 
tables located · j_n this chapter. The results of the Gough 
test and Kenyon's attitude scalre are also included within. 
Statistical Analysis of Hypotheses I 
Hypothesis I - There would be significant 
differences between and among the three 
groups of women with respect to femininity 
scores 
To test hypothesis I, one hundred and sixteen women 
were administered the Gough Femininity Scale. Tables I 
and II contain descriptive and statistical analysis re-
lating to femininity ratings. 
Table I contains the means of the three groups per-
taining to the femininity scores. It should be pointed 
out that the reported means for each of the three groups 
fall very low on the feminine half of the scale. Out of 
a possible 58 points the means were between JJ.8J and 
J4. 35. 
As . shown in Table II an F ratio of .15 was found. 
With 2/llJ degrees of freedom an F ratio of J.O8 was 
17 
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TABLE I 
Means and Standard Deviations of Femininity Scores 
Athletes 
Majors 
Non-Majors/Athletes 
N 
36 
40 
40 
TABLE II 
X 
33.83 
34.35 
SD 
5.58 
3.69 
3.95 
Analysis of Variance - Femininity Scores 
Sources of variation 
Among Conditions 
Within Conditions 
Total 
F ratio= .15 
2 
113 
115 
ss 
6.02 
2288.76 
2294.78 
MS 
-
3.01 
20.25 
SD 
4.50 
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needed for significance at the .05 level of confidence. An 
F ratio of 4.78 was needed for significance at the .01 level 
of confidence. The F ratio of .15 reported in Table II 
was not found to be significant indicating that no signifi-
cant differences among the means of the three groups were 
found to exist regarding :femininity ratings. Therefore, 
hypotheses I was rejected. 
Statistical Analysis of Hypothesis II 
Hypothesis II - There will be significant 
differences between and among the three 
groups of women with respect to physical 
activity preferences. 
To test hypothesis II one hundred and sixteen women 
were administered Kenyon's Attitude Scale. Tables III 
through X contain descriptive and statj_stical analysis of 
data. 
To test for significant differences between and among 
groups within each of the six physical activity variables 
a one-way analysis of variance for uncorrelated means was 
used. If significant F ratios were found at the .05 level 
of confidence "t" tests were employed to determine where 
significant differences occurred. All significant differ-
ences were determined at the .05 level of confidence. 
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TABLE III 
Descriptive St a t ist ic s of Physica l Activ it y Preferences 
Among and Within Group s 
Athletes Majors Non-Major s /Athl e tes 
X SD X SD X SD 
Social 
Experience 36.36 6.27 38.63 4.16 33.13 5.62 
Health and 
Fitness 44.64 9.38 45.18 6.54 44.40 7.24 
Pursuit of 
Vertigo 35.53 7.06 34.23 5.08 33.43 5.83 
Aesthetic 
Experience 44 . 78 11.35 42.55 7.29 42.25 8.96 
Catharsis 37.42 5.76 40.55 5.64 35.78 7.72 
Ascetic 
Experience 33.64 3.87 JJ.45 3.78 31.40 3.79 
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TABLF_: IV 
Analysis of Variance - Activity Preferences of Athletes 
Sources of Variation df ss MS SD 
Among 5 4,l40 828 
Within 210 12 EZ.22 60.75 7.79 
Total 215 16,899 
13.63 ** F ratio 
** Indicates significance beyond .01 level of confidence. 
As reported in Table IV, an F ratio of 13.63 was found 
to exist betweert the means of activity preferences within 
the at~lete group. With 5/210 degrees of freedom, an F 
ratio of 3.11 was needed for significance at the .01 level 
of confidence. The reported ratio of 13.63 was therefore 
found to be significant beyond the .01 level of confidence. 
To determine where the significant mean difference oc- . 
curred, . individual "t" tests were employed. Table V con-
tains information relating to this analysis. 
As reported in Table V, several mean differences be-
tween physical activity variables were :found to exist 
within the group of athletes. The ath l etes rated Health 
TABLE V 
Significant Mean Differences Bet wee n Activity 
Prefe rences - Athletes 
Health 
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and Vertigo Fitness Aesthetic Cath. Ascetic 
Social (36.36) 
Health and 
Fitness (44.64) 
Pursuit of' 
Vertigo (35.53) 
Aesthetic (44.78) 
Catharsis (37.42} 
Ascetic (33.64) 
* Indicates significant 
level of confidence. 
** Indicates significant 
level of confidence. 
.8J 
** 9.11 
differences 
differences 
8.42 
.14 
9.25 
at 
at 
** 1.06 2.72 
** ** 7.22 11.00 
** 1.89 1.89 
. ** 7.36 11.14 ** 
-
J.78 * 
or above the .05 
or above the .01 
and Fitness and Aesthetic Experience first with no signifi-
cant difference between the two. Heal th and Fitness and 
Aesthetic Experience differed signific an tly from each of 
the other subscales at the .0l level of confidenc~. Also, 
Catharsis ranked significantly higher th an Ascetic Experi•-
ence (.05 level of confidence). 
Analysis of data relating to diffe re nces between 
physical ·activity preferences of physi ca l education majors 
23, 
is found within Table VT . 
TABLE VI 
Analysis of Variance - Activity Preferences of Physical 
Education Majors 
Sources of Variation df ss MS SD 
Among 5 4273 854 
Wi 'thin ill 7406 31.65 5.63 
Total 239 11679 
26.98 ** F ratio 
** Indicates significant mean difference beyond the .01 
level of confidence. 
As reported in Table VI, an F ratio of 26~98 was found. 
With 5/234 degrees of freedom, an F ratio of 3.11 was 
needed for significance at the .01 level of confidence. The 
reported ratio of 26.98 was therefore found to be signifi-
cant beyond the .01 level of confidence. 
Table VII contains the results of individual "t" tests 
employed to detennine where significant mean differences 
occurred. 
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TABLE VII 
Si gnificant Me a n Diffe ren c es Be t wee n Ac tiv ity Preferences 
Physical Educ a tion Ma jors 
Health 
and Vertigo Aesthetic Catharsis Ascetic 
Fitness 
** ** -lf-* 
Social (38.63) 6.55 4.41 3.92 1.92 5.18 
Health and 
** * ** Fitness (45.18) 10.95 2.63 4.63 11.73 
Pursuit of 
** ** Vertigo (34.23) 8.32 6.32 .78 
Aesthetic (42.55) 2.00 9.10 
Cathar s is (40.55} 7.10 
Ascetic (33.45) 
* Indi.cates si gn ificance beyond . 05 level of confidence • 
** confidence. Indicates significance beyond .01 level of 
As shown in Table VII Health and Fitness was ranked 
first by the Physical Education Majors and differed sig-
nificantly from each of the others at the .01 level of 
confidence. Aesthetics was ranked second and differed sig-
nificantly from social experience at the .01 level of con-
fidence, from health and fitness at the .05 level of confi-
dence, and from ascetics at the .01 level of confidence. 
Also, catharsis rated hi gher than pursuit of' verti g:o and 
** 
** 
** 
** 
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and ascetics at th e .01 le ve l o f confidence. And 1 Social 
Experience was rated hi gh er than Pur s uit of Ve rtigo at the 
.01 level of confidence. Therefore, the major motivation 
for physical activity among the physical education majors 
was health and fitness with aesthetics in second place. 
Table VIII contains information pertaining to activity 
preferences of non-majors/athletes. 
TABLE VIII 
Analysi.s of Variance - Activity Preferences of Non-
Maj ors/ Athletes 
Source of Variation df ss MS 
Among 5 579l 1158.2 
Within 234 9691 41.41 
Total 239 
** F ratio = 27.97 
** 
SD 
6.44 
Indicates significance beyond the .01 level of confidence. 
With 5/234 degrees of freedom an F ratio of 3.11 was 
needed for significance beyond the .01 1evel of confidence. 
As reported in Table VIII, the F ratio of 21.97 was found 
to be significant beyond the .Ol level of confidence. 
nificant mean differences are reported in Table IX. 
Sig-
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TABLE IX 
Significant Mean Differences Between .Physical Activ ity 
Preferences - Non - Majors /At hletes 
Health 
a nd Vert; g o Aesthetic Catha rsis Ascetic Fitness ~ 
** Social (33.13) 11.27 .JO 
Health and 
Fitness (44.40) 
Pursuit of 
Vertigo (JJ.43) -
Aesthetic (42.25) -
Catharsis (35.78) -
Ascetic (31~40) 
** 
** 10.97 
9.12 
2.15 
8.82 
** 2.65 1.73 
** ** 8.62 13.0 
** 2.35 2.03 
6.47** ** 10.85 
4.38 ** 
Indicates significance beyond .Ol leve l of confidence. 
As reported in Table IX, several significant mean dif-
ferences between physical activity variables were found to 
exist within the group of non-majors/athletes. Health 
and Fitness had the highest mean and differed significantly 
from each variable except Aesthetics at the .01 level of 
confidence. Aesthetics differed .significantly from every 
variable except health and fitness, and ascetic differed 
significantly from catharsis, which was the lowest ranked 
variable, at the .Ol level of confidence. From this data 
one can conclude then that health and fitness and aesthetic 
experience are the major motivations for the non-majors/ 
athletes. 
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Table X contains in i'ormati on pertaining to sign ificant 
. ' 
dif 'ferences which occurr ed between the three groups with-
in each activity preference. 
TABLE X 
F Values Between Groups Within Each Activity Preference 
Activity Preference F-Ratio 
* 
** 
Social Experience 
Health and Fitness 
Pursuit of Vertigo 
Aesthetic Experience 
Catharsis 
A~cetic Experience 
** 10.69 
.10 
1.14 
• 73 , 
** 7.28 
** 4.02 
Indicates significant differences at .05 level of con-
fidence. 
Indicates significant differences at · .01 level of con-
fidence. 
As shown in Table X, significant mean differences be-
tween the three groups were found to exist within three of 
the six ~ategories (social experience, catharsis, and 
ascetics). No differences were found be tw een groups with-
in health and fitness, pursuit of vertigo, or aesthetic ex-
peri a nce. This would indicate then that health and fitness 
and aesthetic experience are the two major motivations for 
participation in physical activity within all of the groups. 
To ·ctetermine where the significant mean differences 
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o c cur r ed b etween the social , cathartic, a nd ascet ic va ri-
ab l e s , ''t" tes ts we re use d . As r epo rted in T ab le XI se v er-
al me a n diff e r e nces b e twe e n t h e g r oups ~ ith in eac h of the 
three va riables were found. 
TABLE XI 
Significant Me a n Diffe r ences Betwe en Groups 
Social, Catharsis, and Ascetic Variables 
Soci a l Ca thar sis Asc etic 
* Athletes-Majors 2.27 J.13 .19 
Athletes-
Non-M a jors/Athletes * 1 .64 * 3.21 ~ 2.24 
Majors 
-
Non-Majors/Athletes ** ** * 5.50 4.77 . 2.05 
* Indicates significance beyond .05 level of confidence. 
** Indicates significance beyond .01 level of confidence. 
As reported in Table XI, the Maj~rs g roup indicated a 
higher moti v ation for social ex perience t h an did the 
Athletes (at the .05 level of confidence) or the Non-Majors/ 
AthJetes (at the .01 level o f confidence); higher motiva-
tion for catharsis th a n did the Athletes (at the .05 level 
of confidence) or the Non-Majors/Athlete s (at the .01 level 
of confidence; and hi gher motivation for as cetics than did 
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the Non- Maj ors/ Athletes ( at the • 05 .leveJ .. of confidence). 
Also, Athletes indicated higher motivation for social ex-
perience than did Non-Majors/Athletes (at the .Ol level of 
con :fidence); higher motivation fo:c cath a rsis than the Non-
Majors/Athletes (at the .01 level of confidence, and higher 
motivation for ascetics than the N'on-Ma j ors/Athletes (at 
the .05 level of confidence). 
Based upon the information found in Tables III through 
XI, hypothesis II was accepted. 
Statistical Analysis of Hypothesis III 
Hypothesis III- There will be no significant 
correlations between femininity sc o res and ac-
tivity preferences in any of the three groups 
studied. 
To test hypothesis III, scores .obtained from the Gough 
Femininity Scale were compared with scores obtained from 
Kenyon's Scale within each of the three groups. Table 
XII contains the results of this comparison. 
I 
As shown in Table XII a positive correlation of .55 
(.Ol level of confidence) was found between femininity 
and aesthetic experience of physical actj _vi ty within the 
group of athletes. A positive correlation of .57 (.01 
level of confidence) was found between femininity and 
social experience within the majors gro u p. And, a sig-
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TABLE XII 
Statistical Analysis of Hypothesis III 
Athletes Ma,jors Non -Ma,j or sf.Athletes 
* ** .14 Social Experience -.38 .57 
Health & Fitness -.19 .02 -.19 
Pursuit of' Vertigo - • 28 -.02 -.04 
Aesthetic 
** 
-.63 ** Experience +.55 -.10 
** Catharsis 
--55 .20 -.07 
Ascetic 
Experience -.12 -.20 .15 
* 
** 
Indicates signif'icance beyond .05 level of' confidence 
Indicates significance beyond .0l level of' confidence 
nif'icant negative correlation of' -.55 (.05 level of' con-
fidence) was found between femininity and social experi-
ence within the group of' athletes, as well as a negative 
correlation between _femininity and catharsis, significant 
at the .0l level of' confidence. Also, a negative correla-
tion was found between femininity and aesthetic experience 
within the non-majors/athletes. 
B&sed upon the results, one! can interpret that with-
in the athl ·ete group, aesthetic _ experience correlated high-
ly with femininity scores so that an increase in a feminin-
ity score would probably mean an increase in the aesthetic 
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score. AJ_so, since social experience correlated negatively 
with femininity an increase in a femininity score would 
probably mean a decrease in social emphasis. Catharsis 
eorr~lated negatively with femininity also, so that one 
would expect an increase in a femininity score to produce 
a decrease in a catharsis score as well. 
Within the physical education majors group social ex-
perience correlated positively with the femininity score 
so that an increase in a femininity score would probably 
produce an increase in a social experience score and vice 
versa. 
Within the non-majors/athlete group aesthetic experi-
ence correlated negatively with femininity scores. Which 
means that an increase in a femininity score would prob-
ably mean a decrease in an aesthetic experience score or 
vice versa. 
Based upon the information found in Table XII, hypo-
thesis IlI was rejected. 
V. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECO Ml'1ENDATIONS 
Summary 
The Gough Femininity Scale and Kenyon's A.T.P.A. 
were administered to 116 college women representing three 
groups: a) Physical Education Majors, b) Athletes, and c) 
Non-Majors/Athletes. Three hypotheses were tested: 1) 
there would be significant differences between and among 
the three groups of women with respect to their femininity 
scores; 2) there would be significant differences betw~en 
and among the three groups of women with respect to physi-
cal activity preferences; and J) there would no signifi-
cant correlations between psychological feminin~ty scores 
and activity preferences in any of the three groups tested. 
As a result of the analysis of the data of the study hy-
potheses 1 and 3 were rejected and hypothesis 2 was ac-
cepted. 
Conclusions 
Based upon the results of the study the researcher 
arrived ~t the following major conclusions: 
l) There were no significant differences between 
and among the three groups of women with re-
spect to their fe mi n inity scores. 
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2) Th e three group s te st:ed scored relatively low 
in feminin :Lt y on t h e Goug h Scale. 
J) Even though there were differences within the 
three groups reg a rding the items listed on 
Kenyon's A.T.P.A. health and fitness and aes-
thetics were formd to be the main motivations 
for physical activity in all three groups. 
4) Within the athlete group aesthetic experience 
correlated highly with femininity scores, while 
in the non-majors/athlete group aesthetic ex-
perience correlated with masculinity. 
5) Within the physical education majors group social 
experience correlated positively with femininity 
scores. 
6) Within the athlete group catharsis correlated 
negatively with femininity scores. 
These conclusions seem to indicate several possi-
bilities to the researcher. There seems to be very little 
difference between or among the women in the three groups 
tested. They all scored relatively low on Gough's Scale, 
with the mean scores between JJ.8J and J4.J5, a very close 
range. They all formd health and fitness and aesthetic 
experienc~ to be the main mot ivations for physical a c tivit y . 
There are many possible reasons for this. Perhaps there 
is not a great difference in the women tested in the study. 
Perhaps the old stereotypes ha v e giv e n way and a more 
J4 
uniform t y pe of basic woman has evolved so that we will 
firid fewer and fewer differences among women with differ-
ent interests in the future. Perhaps the national renewed 
interest in health and physical fitness has brought about 
an appreciation of these which is motivating all types of 
women into physical activity. And perhaps the media is 
helping women to appreciate more and more the aesthetic 
experiences involved in all types of physical activity and 
sport. 
Major Recommendations 
It is recommended that if further research is con-
ducted involving psychological femininity a new instrument 
be used that is more updated and in better perspective of 
today's society's ideas of what psychological femininity 
actually is and is not. Since most studies done in pre-
vious years have found results quite different from those 
found within this study it seems that more research needs 
to be done on this subject in the future. Perhaps the 
"femininity" and "masculinity" of yesterday are giving 
way to new values for these terms. Studies should be done 
in other states in different parts of the country to see 
ix this is a nationwide tre n d. 
It is further recommended that a similar study be 
undertaken to include females of other populations, par-
ticularly of high school age. 
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APFEND L X A 
GOUGH SCALE 
The followin g qu e stions should be answered true or false ac-
cording to your own feelings and opinions about yourself. 
1. I want to be an important person in the community. 
2. ___ I'm not the type to be a political leader. 
J. ___ ~en someone talks against certain groups or nation-
alities, I always speak up against such talk even 
though it makes me unpopular. 
4._I like mechanics magazines. 
5. ___ I think I would like the work of a librarian. 
6. ___ I'm pretty sure I know how we can settle the inter-
national problems we face today. 
7._I would never feel right if I thought I wasn't doing 
my share of the hard work of any group I belonged to. 
8._People seem naturally to turn to me when decisions 
have to be made. 
9._I must admit I feel sort of scared when I move to a 
strange place. 
10._I like to go to parties and other affairs where there 
is lots of loud fun. 
11._If I were a reporter I would like very much to report 
news of the theater. 
12. ___ I would like to be a nurse. 
lJ. It is hard for me to "bawl out" ' someone who is not 
doing his job properly. 
14._If I get too much change in a store I always give it 
· back. 
1.5 • ___ I very much like hunting. 
16. Some of my family have habits that bother and annoy 
me very much. 
17._I would like to be a soldier. 
18._I think I could do better than most of the present 
politicians. 
19._I l ike t o be with a cr owd wh o p l ay jok e s on one 
anoth e r. 
20. It is hard .f or me t o st a rt a conv e rsation with 
stran g ers. 
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21._I often ge t f e e lin g s li ke cra wl ing , burnin g , tin g -
ling, or " g oin g to s l e e p " in di f f er ent parts of my 
body. 
22. I hate to have to r ush when workin g . 
23. ___ In school I was s ometimes sent to the principal for 
cuttin g up. 
24. I think I would like the work of a building con-
tractor. 
25. ___ When I work at somethin g I like to read and study 
about it. 
26. I think that I am stricter about right and wrong 
than most people. 
27. I am somewhat afraid of the dark. 
28. I am very slow in making up my mind. 
29. I am hardly ever bothered by a skin condition, such 
as athlete's foot, rash, etc. 
JO. I like to boast about my achievements every now and 
then. 
Jl. Sometimes I cross the street just to avoid meeting 
someone. 
J2. ___ I would do almost anything on a dare. 
JJ. I think I would like to drive a racing car. 
J4. I must admit that I enjoy . playing practical jokes 
on people. 
35. , __ I always tried to make the best school grades that 
I could. 
J6._I am inclined to take things hard. 
37._At times I feel like picking a f is t fight with 
someone. 
38._I am apt to hide my feelings in some things to the 
point that people may hurt me wi th out their knowing 
about it. 
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39, ___ Sometimes I ha v e the sa m8 drea m ov e r and over. 
40. ___ The thou ght ·of b ~i ng in a n automobile accident is 
very fri ght e ning t o me. 
41. The average p e rson is not able to appreciate art 
and music very well. 
42. I prefer a shower to a bathtub. 
43. ___ I am often a little uneasy about handling knives 
and other sharp-bladed instruments. 
4h. Sometimes I feel that I am about to go to pieces. 
45. ___ I like adventure stories better than romantic stories. 
46. I like to be in many social activities. 
h7. I was hardly ever spanked or whipped as a child. 
48. I think I would like the work of a garage mechanic. 
49. ___ A windstorm terrifies me. 
50 • ___ I get exci .ted very easili. 
51. I become quite irritated when I see someone spit on 
the sidewalk. 
52. ___ I think I would like the work of a dress designer. 
53._I have a certain tal _ent for understanding the other 
person, and for sympathizing with his problems. 
54. ___ It makes me very nervous when I get blamed for mak-
ing a mistake. 
55. __ I often get disgusted with myself. 
56. ___ I always like to keep my things neat and tidy · and 
in good order. 
57. ___ I think I would like the work of a clerk in a large 
department store. 
58 • ___ I get very tense a·nct anxious when I think other 
people are disapproving of me. 
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APPENDI X B 
SIX SCALE S FOR .DETER.MINING ATTIT UDES TOWARD PHYSICAL 
ACTIVITY: FORM D COLLEGE WOMEN 
INTRODUCTIO N 
The followin g is p a rt o:f a research project designed 
to ascertain the opini ons of colle g e students about certain 
aspects of our soci e ty. The st a tements on the pages that 
follO'w are concern e d with physical activity. We are asking 
you to express wh at you think or feel about each. The best 
answer is your personal opinion. Many different and oppos= 
ing points of view are presented, you may find yourself 
agreein g strongly with some of the statements and disagree-
irtg just as stron g ly with others. 
INSTRUCTIO NS 
1. Express your a g reement or disagreement by circling the 
appropriate symbols at the left of each statement, ac-
cording to the following: 
VSA: 
SA: · 
A: 
U: 
D: 
SD: 
VSD: 
very stron g ly agree 
strongly agree 
agree 
undecided 
disagree 
strongly disagree 
very strongly disagree 
For example, if you strongly disagree ~ith a statement 
you circle SD as follows: 
VSA SA A U D SD VSD a. The United Nations should 
be abolished. 
2. You should rarely need to use U (undecided) 
J. Work independently of others. 
4. Do not spend too much time on any one statement; try 
to respond, then go on to the next. 
5. Respond to ALL statements. 
IMPORTANT 
l. Do not begin until told to do so. 
2. Respond to the statements in the order given. (Do not 
go on to page two until you have f inished page one, 
etc.) 
J. The significance of this research depends upon the de;.. 
gree to which you express your~ opinion. 
43_. 
V SA. SA A u D SD VSD 1. I woull.d prefer qui e t 
acti v i ti es like s wim min g 
or go lf , rather than such 
actb r:i ties a.s water ski-
ing or sail boat racing. 
VSA SA A u D SD VSD 2. I would gladly put up 
with th e necessary hard 
trai ning for the chance to 
try out for the u. s. 
Women 's Olympic Team. 
VSA SA A u D SD VSD J. The most important value 
of ph y sical activity is 
the b ea uty found in skilled 
movement. 
VSA SA A u D SD VSD 4. Physical education programs 
should stress vigorous ex-
ercise since it contributes 
most t o physical fitness. 
• 
VSA SA A u D SD VSD 5. The y ea rs of strenuous 
daily training necessary 
to pr e-pa re for today's in-
terna ti onal competition is 
askin g a lot of today's 
young women . 
VSA SA A u D SD VSD 6. The need for much higher 
levels of physical fitness 
has been established be-
yond all doubt. 
VSA SA A u D SD VSD 7. Among the best physical ac-
tivities are those which 
represent a personal chal-
lenge, such as skiing, 
mountain climbing, or heavy 
weather sailing. 
VSA SA A u D SD VSD 8. Among the most desirable 
forms of physical activity 
are those which present the 
beauty of human movement 
such as modern dance and 
water ballet. 
VSA SA A u D SD VSD 9. I would get by far the most 
satisfaction from games 
requiring long and careful 
preparation and 'involving 
stiff competition against a 
strong opposition. 
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44 . 
lO . Of a11 . phy si c a l ac t i vi ties, 
t hose ·who se purpo s e i s pri-
mari ly t o d eve l op ph y sic a l 
fitne s s , would not be my 
fi.rs t choice. 
ll. The b e s t way to b e come more 
social ly d e sir ab le is to 
partic ipa te in g roup physi-
cal ac t i v ities. 
12. Almos t t he only way to re-
lieve s e vere emotional strain 
is throu gh some form of 
physic a l activity. 
lJ. Freque n t participation in 
dangerou s sports and physi-
cal ac t i v ities are all ri ght 
for o the r people but ordi-
naril y they are not for me. 
14. Physic a l education programs 
shoul d place much more em-
phasis up on the beauty 
found in human motion. 
15. If gi v e n a choice, some-
times would choose strenu-
ous r at her ·than light 
physical activity. 
16. There a re better ways of 
relie v ing the pressures 
of to da y's living than 
havin g to engage in or 
watch physical activity. 
17. I like to engage in soci-
ally oriented physical 
activ i ties. 
18. A par t of our daily lives 
must b e committed to 
vigorous exercise. 
19. I am n ot particularly in-
teres te d in those physical 
activ it ies whose sole 
purpo s e is to depict human 
motio n as something b e auti-
ful. 
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VSA SA A u D SD VS D 20 . Co lle g es sho uld sponsor 
many mor e physical a c-
tivities of a social 
nature. 
VSA SA A u D SD VSD 21 . For a healthy mind in a 
healt hy body the onl y 
place to begin is through 
participation in spor t s 
and p hy sical activities 
every day. 
VSA SA A u D SD VSD 22. The least desirable phy-
sical activities are 
those providin g a sense 
of danger and risk of in -
jury such as skiing on 
steep slopes, mountain 
climbing, or parachute 
jumping. 
VSA SA A u D SD VSD 23. Bein g physically fit is 
not the most important 
goal in my life. 
VSA SA A u D SD VSD 24. A sport is sometimes 
spoile d if allowed to be-
come too highly organized 
and keenly competitive. 
VSA SA A u D SD VSD 25. I enjoy sports mostly be-
cause they give me a 
chance to meet new people. 
VSA SA A u D SD VSD 26. Practically the only way 
to relieve frustrations 
and pent-up emotions is 
through some form of 
physical activity. 
VSA SA A u D SD VSD 27. The time spent doing daily 
calisthenics could prob-
ably be used more profit-
ably in other ways . 
VSA SA A u D SD VSD 28. Given a choice, I would 
prefer motor boat racing 
or running rapids in a 
canoe rather than one of 
the quieter forms of 
boating. 
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29 . Of al ]_ the kinds of physi-
cal activities , I don't 
parti cul arly care for 
those req uiring a lot of 
socia l izing . 
JO. One o f the things I like 
most ~n sports is the great 
varie t y of ways human 
moveme n t can be shown to be 
beautiful. 
Jl. Most intellectual activities 
are o fte n just as refreshing 
as ph ys ical activities. 
J2. Stren gt h and physical stamina 
are the most important pre-
requisities to a full life. 
JJ. Physi ca l activities that 
are purely for social pur-
poses, like college dances, 
are s omet imes a waste of 
time. 
J4. The s elf -denial and sacri-
fice nee ded for success in 
today' s international com-
petition may soon become 
too much to ask of a 
thirte en or fourteen year 
old girl. 
35. I am given unlimited plea-
sure wh en I see the form 
and beauty of human motion. 
J6. I believe calisthenics are 
among the less desirable 
forms of physical activi-
ty. 
37. Watching athletes becoming 
completely absorbed in 
their sports nearly always 
provi de s me with a welcome 
escape from the many de-
~ands of pressnt-day life. 
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VSA SA A u D SD VSD JS. If I h ad to choose between 
11 s ti J..J.-wa ter" canoein g and 
"rap id s" canoein g , "still-
water 11 canoeing would 
usually be my choice. 
VSA SA A u D SD VSD 39. There are better ways of 
gett i n g to know people 
than through games and 
sports. 
VSA SA A u D SD VSD 4o. People should spend twenty 
to thirty minutes a day 
doing vigorous calisthenics. 
VSA SA A u D SD VSD 41. There is sometimes an over-
emphasis upon those physi-
cal activities that attempt 
to portray human movement 
as. an art form. 
VSA SA A u D SD VSD 42. Physical activities having 
an element of daring or re-
quiring one to take chances 
are desirable. 
VSA SA A u D SD VSD 43. Since competition is a 
fundamental characteristic 
of American society, highly 
competitive athletics and 
games should be encouraged 
for all. 
VSA SA A u D SD VSD 44. A happy life does not re-
quire regular participa-
tion in physical activity. 
VSA SA A u D SD VSD 45. The best form of physical 
activity is when the body 
is used as an instrument 
of. expression. 
VSA SA A u D SD VSD 46. Sports are fun to watch 
and to engage in, only 
if they are not taken 
too seriously, nor de-
mand too much time and 
energy. 
VSA SA A u D SD VSD 47. Calisthenics taken regu-
larly are among the best 
forms of' exercis 'e. 
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VSA SA A u D .SD VSD h8 . I co u ::i.d s pen d many hours 
watc hi ng the g raceful and 
well-coordinated movements 
of the figure skater or 
mode :r in dancer . 
VSA SA A u D SD VSD 49. The b ,est thing about games 
and sp orts is that they 
give people more confidence 
in social situations. 
VSA SA A u D SD VSD 50. Among the best forms of 
physical activity are those 
providing thrills such as 
sailing in heavy weathe r 
or canoeing on river rapids. 
VSA SA A u D SD VSD 51. Regular physical activity 
is the major prerequisite 
to a satisfying life. 
VSA SA A u D SD VSD 52. In this country there is 
sometimes too much empha-
sis on strivi.ng to be 
successful in sports. 
VSA SA A u D SD VSD 53. I would enjoy en g a g ing 
in those games and sports 
that require a defiance 
of danger. 
VSA SA A u D SD VSD 54. Most people could live 
happy lives with out de-
pending upon frequent 
watching or participating 
in physical games and 
exercise. 
